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0.1 Executive Summary 0.2 Introduction

Harey’s Foundry is a two hectare site located in the 

centre of Hayle. Its historical impotance is due to its 

contributions to the technological development of 

the mining industries both in Cornwall and the rest 

of the World. For a period of over 150 years. It is 

now a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

The client, Harvey’s Foundry Trust, is a grassroutes 

community organisation whose core values are 

conservation, education and regeneration. It works 

to protect and promote Hayle’s rich heritage 

through the running of community projects and the 

regeneration of the Harvey’s Foundry site, turning 

it into a vibrant mixed use site with office and 

workshop, live/work accommodation. Currently the 

Trust is developing a heritage and education centre 

which will act as a cultural hub for the site.

Harvey’s Foundry has undergone a ten year 

regeneration. An outline master plan for the site is 

in place with individual areas being developed in 

several phases.

Phase 1 and 2 are complete providing a base for 

the trust and office space at John Harvey House 

in Foundry Square; 8000 sq ft. of office space at 

Dowren House, 13 workshops for creative industry  

based businesses and 3 live/work units at Foundary 

Farm. The scheme has already won awards and 

commendations and is held as an exemplar project 

by Princes Regenereation Trust on how to use 

historic buildings in effective regeneration. Harvey’s 

Foundary Trust is also being used as a case study 

by the National Audit Office as an eample of how 

charitable projects exert influence to achieve social 

objectives set by the Government.

The current scheme is phase 3, which will refurbish 

and convert the listed but derelict buildings around 

Foundry Lane (Plantation Stores, the Pattern Shop 

and the site of the Cart Shed) turning them into high 

quality, flexible office spaces, to encourage businesses 

to start up, and existing businesses to expand into.

The proposals have been developed from the client’s 

brief, through site analysis and investigation, and 

through an extensive consultation period involing 

the client, general public, EH, the local authority and 

the ERDF. The proposals have been well received by 

the local community.

This Design and Access Statement accompanies 

the planning and listed building consent 

applications for the repair, conservation and 

constructionof new office facilities at Harvey’s 

Foundary.  This statement outlines the design 

and access proposals for the project and 

incorporates  a heritage impact assessment 

evaluating the proposals and their impact on 

the existing historical fabric. In developing these 

proposals, many options have been considered, 

which can be seen in section 8 of the document.

A series of informal and formal sessions of 

consultation have taken place in the last few 

months. Opinions and ideas have been sought 

from a wide range of public organisations and 

private individuals. Ideas have been tested 

against the stated aims of the project which is to 

conserve the buildings, provide better facilities, 

and ultimately maximize the potential for the site 

to generate sufficient revenue to maintain and 

protect Harvey’s Foundary in the future. 

In addition, a pre-application submission for the 

scheme has been submitted to Cornwall Council, 

and comments received and addressed.
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1. Plantation Store

2. Pattern Shop

3. Cart Shed

4. Public Access Steps

5.  Car Park
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2.1 A brief history of Harvey’s Foundry

John Harvey (1720-1803) was a blacksmith at Gwinear who moved 

to Hayle in 1779. He had the vision and commercial instinct to realise 

that the Cornish mining industry would welcome the benefit from a 

country-based foundry and engineering works capable of supplying 

their needs. Although his business remained localised and smalll-scale 

for the first few years, by 1800 50 men were employed by Harvey 

in the early years of the 19th century were characterised by the 

establishment of many Cornish industrial enterprises set up to serve 

mining and quarrying, where previously such services had of necessity 

been sought outside the county. Gunpowder manufacture, fuse making, 

brick making, engineering and iron-frounding all flourished with the 

great expansion of hard-rock mining as the century progressed.

John Harvey’s son, Henry Harvey, expanded the Foundry business and 

made Harveys an international and greatly respected firm, largely due 

to the management and energy of the noted engineer and engine 

designer Arthur Woolf. Close family ties with Richard West gave the 

firm a continued level of expertise unmatched by other engineering 

works in Cornwall.

By 1870s the Foundry included forge and smithy, two machine shops, 

a boring mill, two fitting shops, hammer mills, pattern shops and stores, 

and the foundry itself with five cupolas and two air furnaces.

Their reputation was built on the design and manufacture of Cornish 

beam engines, but these machines were merely the most the most 

spectacular and visible portion of a great range of mining machinery 

and equipment.

The bedrock of the business was not the great engines, splendid 

though they were, but the wholly mundane though essential import 

and sale of coal, timber and building materials through the now rapidly 

expanding port of Hayle.

Harvey’s influence and prosperity peaked from around 1820 to 1870, 

and 460 were employed in the Foundry in 1841, with another 400 

engaged in the wharves, building and coal trades. Engines were built 

for mines in Cornwall, many other metal and coal mines in Britain, 

Australia, South Africa, South America and Spain; engines were also 

supplied to waterworks in Britain and Holland (the Haarlem Mere 

engines). During this period (and especially in the 1840s during the 

period of Haarlem Meer contracts) the works in Foundry Square 

adapted and expanded to cope with an ever-increasing volume of 

work.

Two years after the death of Henry Harvey in 1850, the firm was 

divided between his nephews, the Harvey’s retaining the foundry, 

shipping and general merchandising business, the Trevithicks taking 

the milling, baking, farm and grocery business this change has had 

a notable impact on the character and appearance of the surviving 

buildings on site. Harvey & company’s main competitors during this 

period were the Copperhouse foundry of Hayle, and the Perran 

foundry at Perran Wharf between Truro and Falmouth. By 1876-7 

both of these had gone out of business, victims of the decline in 

Cornish mining, and Harvey’s was also forced to diversify in order to 

survive. A new shipbuilding yard was constructed with slipways and 

boilerworks, intended to compete on a national level with other yards 

producing essels up to 4000 tons. the foundry was gradually run down 

as the century ebbed, having been subsidised by the trading branch for 

many years; final closure came in 1903, and the firm concentrated on 

the trading and shipping sides of business. The firm of Harvey & Co.  

continued to act as builder’s merchants, and merged with UBM in 1969.

2.0 History
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2.2 Conservation Plan

The Conservation Plan relates to the site and surviving buildings and structures of 

the former Harvey’s Foundry in Hayle, Cornwall. This 18th/19th century industrial 

site is the subject of a major heritage regeneration project, coordinated by Penwith 

District Council, the first phase of which commenced on site in the summer of 

2002., with the repair and refurbishment of Foundry Farm and the the new build 

of Dorwen House.

The Conservation Plan outlines the history of the site and states the policies 

proposed for conserving and managing the site, which are:

•  UNESCO  World Heritage Site.

•  The selection of appropriate uses for new and reused structures.

• Adoption of sound conservation practice in work to the historic structures.

• Review of the existing conservation area boundaries and use of appropriate 

planning controls on adjoining sites in order to safeguard the character of the 

foundry site.

To view the full document please refer to Appendix ‘A’.The Conservation Plan 

relates to the site and surviving buildings and structures of the former Harvey’s  

Foundry in Hayle, Cornwall. This 18th/19th century industrial site is the subject of 

a major heritage regeneration project, coordinated by Penwith District Council, the 

first phase of which commenced on site in the summer of 2002., with the repair 

and refurbishment of foundry farm and the the new build of Dorwen house.

2.0 History
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Project Justification 

Since the completion of John Harvey House and Dowren House in 2004 and 

Foundry Farm in 2006, the Harvey’s Foundry site has became a popular, viable and 

busy business development. The current tenants of the these work spaces have 

expanded and grown on the site and now could benefit from the provision of new, 

larger premisses to allow further growth.

The phase 3 project will create new, attractive premisses to attract new local 

businesses as well as allowing existing tenants to remain and expand on the site.

The Trust aims to restore and repair the derelict Pattern Shop, Cart Shed and 

Plantation Store into much needed office space. This will in turn rescue and 

preserve a part of Hayle’s rich industrial heritage for the community, which will 

remain inaccessible and eventually be lost without some form of intervention.

The aims are as follows;

•  Create attractive, efficient and flexible office units to encourage local business 

growth.

•  Generate local employment through expanded business.

•  Preservation of the natural, historical and architectural heritage of the area.

•  Create a safe, attractive and popular space for tenants and the local  community.

3.0 Project Justification

‘To promote the preservation, development, improvement and education for the benefit of the 
people of Hayle, the County of Cornwall and the Nation. The natural, historical, architectural and 
constructional heritage, features, objects, collections and projects of historic and public interest, 
this includes buildings that are of particular beauty or historical, architectural or constructional 
interest.”

Harvey’s Foundry Trust Mission Statement

Original Cart shed burnt down in 2000 Dowren House - One of the existing new build 

office spaces completed in 2007.
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4.0 Brief
Plantation Store
It is proposed to re-open the blocked arches onto Foundry Lane and convert the building 

into eight independent work units on ground and first floor levels. A new stair and lift core 

is located in the centre of the building enabling both levels to be fully wheelchair accessible. 

A new access balcony cantilevered on the rear elevation allows the first floor units to be 

independently accessed. 

Pattern Shop
It is proposed to repair and convert the building into nine independent work units on ground, 

first and second floor levels. A full height circulation core in the centre on the building will 

provide ambulant access to all levels as well as to the new Cart Shed at the rear of building. 

Proposed Public Access Steps
To facilitate the public’s access and enjoyment of the site it is also proposed to provide a set of 

new steps at the north end of the Pattern Shop to link Trevoam with Foundry Lane. The steps 

will also incorporate secure bike storage beneath for the new development to encourage 

sustainable modes of travel.

Cart Shed
Built as a timber lean-to addition to the rear of the Pattern Shop, the Cart Shed was destroyed 

during an arson attack in 2000. It is proposed to build a modern extension on the footprint 

of the original building. The building will provide an additional office unit as well as shared WC 

& kitchenette facilities. It will also accommodate a communal meeting room and a single plant 

room which will serve all three buildings. Unlike the Pattern Shop and Plantation Store, the 

Cart Shed will use a palate of complementary materials including a standing seam patinated 

zinc roof with sustainable credentials in order to minimise its environmental impact.

Exterior view of the cart shed, looking towards the railway viaduct.

Exterior view of the cart shed, looking towards foundry farm.
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Exterior view of the cart shed, looking towards the railway viaduct.

Exterior view of the cart shed, looking towards foundry farm.

HARVEY’S FOUNDRY, HAYLE                  SPACE AND FUNCTIONAL BRIEF (DRAFT 22.12.2011) 
   
 
 
Item Space Brief Area (m2)

(areas in ft2

represent 
lettable 
space) 

Proposed
Area (m2)

(areas in ft2

represent 
lettable 
space) 

Occupancy Environment 
A – Lighting 
B – Acoustic 
C – Heating 
D – Ventilation 

Location / Access Notes / Other requirements 

    

   Page 2 of 6

PURCELL MILLER TRITTON LLP   35 KING STREET, BRISTOL BS1 4DZ   tel: 0117 9101060 

PATTERN STORE (approximately 525sqm total floor area) 

OPTION C 
      

LOWER GROUND FLOOR 
 Entrance / Lobby 50qm  N/A A – Natural & artificial lighting 

B – N/A 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

 Secure at night 
 Signage to indicate entrance 
 Existing wall surfaces suitably protected and kept free of 

power cabling, light switches etc. New service routes 
restricted to floor and new partitions 

 WC’s UTILISES
CART
SHED
WC’s 

 N/A N/A   N/A 

 Cleaner’s Cupboard UTILISES 
CART
SHED
CLEANER’S 
CUPBOARD 

 N/A N/A  N/A 

 General Tea Point / Kitchenette N/A  N/A N/A   N/A 
Office Unit 1 34.5sqm  6 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Demountable partition between adjacent unit 
Office Unit 2 34.5sqm  6 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

Office Unit 3 45sqm  8 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

Circulation / Stair INC. IN 
ENTRANCE 
/ LOBBY 
ABOVE

 N/A A – Natural lighting not 
required 
B – N/A 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

 Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

UPPER GROUND FLOOR 
 WC’s UTILISES

CART
SHED
WC’s 

 N/A N/A   N/A 

 Cleaner’s Cupboard UTILISES 
CART
SHED
CLEANER’S 
CUPBOARD 

  N/A N/A  N/A 

4.1 Space and Functional Brief
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 General Tea Point / Kitchenette N/A  N/A N/A   N/A 
 Office Unit 4 29sqm  6 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Demountable partition between adjacent unit 
 Office Unit 5 22sqm  4 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Demountable partition between adjacent unit 
 Office Unit 6 22sqm  4 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Office Unit 7 45sqm  8 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Circulation / Stair 50qm  N/A A – Natural & artificial lighting 
B – N/A 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

 Existing wall surfaces suitably protected and kept free of 
power cabling, light switches etc. New service routes 
restricted to floor and new partitions 

FIRST FLOOR 
 WC’s UTILISES

CART
SHED
WC’s 

 N/A N/A   N/A 

 Cleaner’s Cupboard UTILISES 
CART
SHED
CLEANER’S 
CUPBOARD 

  N/A N/A  N/A 

 Plant Room UTILISES 
CART
SHED
PLANT

 N/A N/A   N/A 

 General Tea Point / Kitchenette N/A  N/A N/A   N/A 
 Office Unit 8 29sqm  6 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Demountable partition between adjacent unit 
 Office Unit 9 22sqm  4 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Demountable partition between adjacent unit 
 Office Unit 10 22sqm  4 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

4.1 Space and Functional Brief
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 Office Unit 11 22sqm  4 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Demountable partition between adjacent unit 
 Office Unit 12 29sqm  6 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 

B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

UNIT INCLUDES OWN TEA POINT?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Circulation / Stair 29sqm  N/A A – Natural lighting not 
required 
B – N/A 
C – UNderfloor 
D – Natural 

 Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

4.1 Space and Functional Brief
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CART SHED (approximately 140sqm total floor area) 

OPTION C 
      

UPPER GROUND FLOOR 
 Entrance Lobby / Reception 15sqm  N/A A – Natural & artificial lighting 

B – N/A 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

 Secure at night 
 Signage to indicate entrance 
 Existing wall surfaces suitably protected and kept free of 

power cabling, light switches etc. New service routes 
restricted to floor and new partitions 

 WC’s 35sqm  6 unisex 
cubicles & 
2 access. 
WC’s 

A - Natural lighting not 
required 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Mechanical 

 Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Plant Room 10sqm  N/A A - Natural lighting not 
required 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – N/A 
D – Natural 

LOCATED IN VOID OVER WC’s?  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Cleaner’s Cupboard INCLUDED 
IN WC 
AREA
ABOVE

  N/A A - Natural lighting not 
required 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Mechanical 

 Mop sink 
 Storage shelving 
 Existing wall surfaces suitably protected and kept free of 

power cabling, light switches etc. New service routes 
restricted to floor and new partitions 

 General Tea Point / Kitchenette INCLUDED 
IN WC 
AREA
ABOVE

 N/A A - Natural lighting not 
required 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Mechanical 

 Fridge, microwave, dishwasher, sink, drainer, cupboards 

Flexible Office Space 1 55sqm  15 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

OPEN PLAN AREA (HOT DESKING?)  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

 Flexible Office Space 2 40sqm  10 people A – Natural & artificial lighting. 
B – Acoustic separation 
C – Underfloor 
D – Natural 

OPEN PLAN AREA (HOT DESKING?)  Existing wall surfaces kept free of power cabling, light 
switches etc. New service routes restricted to floor and new 
partitions 

Circulation / Stair N/A  N/A N/A   N/A 

FIRST FLOOR  N/A

4.1 Space and Functional Brief
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5.0 Site

The site is located in Trevoam square in Hayle, next to the 

railway viaduct which runs through the town. 

The site is split onto two levels. The Pattern Shop is at a lower 

level opposite the Bookers cash and carry. The Plantation Store 

is accessed off Foundry Lane to the rear of the Pattern Shop, 

approx 1.5m higher.

The bounaries o the site are formed by a steep wooded 

embankment to the north, the railway viaduct to the east, the 

Trevoam yard to the south and the phase two development 

(Dowren House) to the west.

A Traffic Survey was comprissed in support of the planning application.

The Trust has consulted with Cornwall Council prior to this submission 

and has advised that as the floorspace exceeds 1000sqm a Transport 

Statement to support the application. 

The conclusion reached in relation to phase 3 proposals are:

•  Phase 3 will extend the examplar community led regeneration 

of the former foundry providing invaluable facilities for small and 

start-up businesses;

• The foundry square roundabout is understood to function within 

its capacity;

• Significant new development is planned for hayle including south 

quay yard which is conditioned to provide measures to offset its 

traffic impact;

• There will be a loss of public parking on the foundry Yard site 

when the planning permission for development is implemented, 

however that car park is lightly used;

• through its core strategy Cornwall Council proposes transport 

measures to enable economic growth and development.

• The Phase 3 development has excellent accessibility credentials:

• 31% of phase 1 & 2 trips are made by sustainable modes of travel;

• The Phase 3 development will generate in the order of 26 vehicle 

trips in the weekday PM peak;

• The Phase 3 vehicle trips will result in a ery small increase of 1.1% 

at the Foundry Square junction;

• The phase 3 ehicle trips will result in a ery small increase of 0.3 

to 0.4% increase in trips at the A30 junctions;

• The increase in trips is smaller than daily vvariations in traffic flows and 

will not be noticed;

• Vehicular for phase 3 will be from Trevoarn and so will not increase 

traffic on the narrow Foundry Lane;

• Car parking will be available to serve phase 3 with approximately 29 

spaces;

• secure cycle parking will be provided as will changing and showering 

facilities to encourage cycling to work;

• The existing phase 1 & 2 travel plan will be extended to include phase 

3;

• Measures are proposed for Foundry Lane to provide footway for 

pedestrians and calm traffic in the vicinity of phase 3;

• the phase 3 proposals are entirely acceptable in transport terms.

The full Transport Statement can be found in Appendix ‘H’

The site benifits from good pedestrian access from both Foundry 

Lane and Trevoam. These also provide good vehiculer access 

to the scheme. We intend to utilise these routes and improve 

safety for pedestrian access by introducing new pavements to 

both sides of Foundry Lane and to the front of the Pattern Shop.

Ample parking already exists on the site, in the Bookers yard 

and two pay and display car parks only a short walk away. One 

of the carparks is currently located beyond the viaduct, but this 

will eventually be developed as part of the ING Harbourside 

development.

5.1 Site description and Boundaries 5.3 Traffic Survey

5.2 Access
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The Plantation Store has the potential for limited 

yet attractive views. From the back of the building 

,occupants will able to see up the embankment and 

through dense foliage and trees. The windows on 

the Foundry Lane side will look directly onto the 

new Cart Shed and Pattern Shop. Although longer 

views across to the town may be afforded from the 

South-West end at first floor level.

The Pattern Shop looks accross the Bookers yard 

and car park, while the adjoining Cart Shed will look 

towards the Plantation store, as well as out towards 

the viaduct arches towards the North-West and 

Dowren House towards the South-East.

The scheme is not overlooked by any buildings other 

than the Bookers warehouse.  The Pattern Shop 

is effectively screened from the town by Bookers. 

Some secondary windows from the Trevoam flats 

will obliquely overlook the Pattern Store, but it is 

felt that the restoration and repair of the buildings 

will have no negative impact on the views. 

The buildings are currently derelict and have no 

current use. An enabling works contract has been 

carried out to prevent access to the buildings as 

they presently pose a risk to the e public due to the 

decay and deterioration of the buildings.

The buildings are currently derelict and are not 

connected to mains electricity, gas, sewer or water 

supplies.

5.3 Views

Foundry Lane View

View of the Plantation Store

One of the existing openings into the Plantation Store off Foundry 

lane

The Pattern Shop facing Bookers Cash and Carry.

Top of embankment towards the Plantation Store

5.4 Existing Uses

5.5 Services
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5.6 Ecological Survey

The ecological assessment comprised three elements: a desk study, site survey and 

a report.

The desk study consisted of a search for all designated sites of nature conservation 

interest using the information held by the Environmental Records Centre for 

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. A site survey was carried out on 27th February 2012 

to identify the habitats present within the site according to the Phase 1 Habitat 

Survey methodology (JNCC, 1993). At the same time, inspections were carried 

out to locate any legally protected species or species of conservation interest (bats, 

badgers, dormice, nesting birds).

The report, found under Apendix ‘B’ identifies / recommends the following:

• A second visual survey and emergence survey of the door and   

 window lintels in the Pattern Shop during the bat active season   

 (May to September) to check if the site is used as a summer  roost   

 as well as a hibernation roost. As it is likely that lintels    

 will be disturbed during the contract, a European Protected    

 Species licence will be  required. 

• A small number of bat droppings were found in the tunnel    

 behind the Plantation Store and if work was to take place here   

 then further bat surveys will be required. No evidence of bat   

 activity was identified in the Plantation Store although a spar-   

 rowhawk was seen hunting pigeons inside during the visit.

• A small patch of three cornered leek (Alium triquatrum) and montbre  

 tia (Crocosmia x crocosmiiflora) has been identified on the site of the   

 Cart Shed. Both are Schedule 9 plants of the Wildlife and Countryside   

 Act 1981, making it illegal to introduce or cause to spread in the    

 wild. These are invasive non-native plants for which an eradication    

 programme will need to be implemented. 

• Any vegetation clearance should take place outside the bird nesting    

 season. If vegetation clearance is to take place during the bird    

 nesting season (March to September inclusive) then the vegetation and   

 buildings should be searched for active nests immediately beforehand.

• There was no evidence of any badger or dormouse activity within the   

 site.
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5.7 Contamination Survey

In order to comply with the  current planning legislation for new building 

developments, the site requires a phased environmental assessment prior to any 

development works commencing. Applied Geo-Environmental Solutions was 

commissioned to undertake an environmental site investigation. The resulting 

report forms Phases 1 and 2 of the phased environmental assessment. Based on 

the sampling works and subsequent data assessment, the following conclusions and 

recommendations have been drawn up:

• The site is a former industrial site in an area which has wit-   

 nessed considerable industrial activity in the past. Five potential   

 contaminant sources identified in the desk top study were con-  

 sidered to be of moderate risk. Eleven potential contaminant   

 sources identified in the desk top study were considered to be   

 of low – moderate risk

• A contamination risk assessment was carried out based upon   

 the results of the desk top study, site investigation and chemical   

 analysis. The results of the risk assessment identified that:

 (a) The risks to human health were considered to be low,   

  provided that construction workers use appropriate PPE and  

  have access to appropriate hygiene facilities when working on  

  the site and, that the ‘superficial’ contamination (fly tipping, pi-  

  geon guano etc) is removed from the site as part of the devel- 

  opment.

 (b) There is a risk to plants from zinc and copper contami-  

  nation. Either a botanist should be consulted to identify   

  species of plants which are tolerant to zinc and copper,   

  or clean imported soil should be used where planting   

  eds are planned.

 (c) The risks to groundwater were considered to be low.

 (d) A risk to buried services from high pH levels was identi-  

  fied and consideration should be given to alkali resistant   

  pipes  for buried services on the site.

• Should an excess volume of soil be required to be disposed of   

 off-site then a waste classification may be required.

• Based on the principles and definitions outlined under Section   

 57 of the Environmental Act 1995, the site would not be con-  

 sidered to be ‘Contaminated Land’, based on its current usage   

 or its potential redevelopment.

The Full Contamination Survey can be found in Apendix ‘C’.
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A measured surey of the existing buildings 

was carried out by Douglas Gematics in 

December 2012.

5.8 Measured Survey

Existing Plantation Store and Pattern Shop Plans
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5.8 Measured Survey

Eixisting Plantation Pattern Shop Elevations
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5.8 Measured Survey

Eixisting Plantation Store Elevations
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5.8 Measured Survey

Eixisting Sections

Site Section

Plantation Store

Pattern Shop
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5.6 Building Clearence, Investigation and Making Safe Contract.

During the design development earlier this year,  it was seen as necessary to carry 

out some works to clear and make safe the Plantation Store to allow some structural 

investigations (trial pits).  Trial pits were also carried out within the Pattern Shop. A 

drainage survey was also carried out.

A schedule of works was produced outlining the specific requirements for the 

contract to enable potential contractors and archeologists to supervise the 

excavations in order to tender for the work. 

The work was carried out on site by Level Construction Ltd in July and was 

monitored by Cotswold Archeology Ltd. 

The full enabling contract tender documents can be found in Appendix ‘F’. Photos of works which included proping and removing 

unsafe joists, erecting hoardings to prevent unauthorised 

access and cleaning out pigeon guano.
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5.11 World Heritage Site

Harvey’s Foundry is within area A2 of the Cornwall & West Devon 

Mining Landscape World Heritage Site, which was inscribed by 

UNESCO in 2006. A description of the site is contained in the 

WHS Management Plan together with a suite of policies which 

influence its management. 

Hayle is included in the World Heritage Site because it was a 

mining port and industrial new town, and also the greatest steam 

engine manufacturing centre. It also includes the man-made 

works to create the port within the estuarine setting, including 

quays and sluicing pool, which became one of the principal ports 

for the import and export of mining related materials across the 

World. 

It is clear that the proposal affects two buildings and the site of 

a third, within the important Harvey’s Foundry complex where 

steam engines and other mining related goods were produced. 

There is therefore a direct link between the application site and 

the Outstanding Universal Value of the World Heritage Site. The 

client and design team have been mindful of this in developing 

the proposal. In fact the client’s objective through Phases 1, 2 

and 3, has been to conserve the Foundry site and interpret it to 

the public.

There are a number of policies in the WHS Management Plan 

that are relevant to this proposal, and we have set these out 

below together with an assessment of the impact of the proposal 

on the WHS:

Policy 7a Sustainable heritage-led regeneration development 

will be encouraged and supported.

The Harvey’s Foundry project has been a national exemplar of 

community-led heritage-led regeneration, with phases 1 and 2 

winning praise and awards. Phase 3 aims to continue this trend, with 

the conservation and re-use of two redundant at derelict Listed 

buildings bringing them into new economic use. This will create new 

jobs in the local economy, together with an income stream for the 

Trust to manage the whole Foundry site.

Policy 7b New development should add to the quality and 

distinctiveness of the Site by being of high quality design and respectful 

of setting.

The new building on the site of the former Cart Shed has been 

designed to reflect the form and scale of the Cart Shed. The materials 

have been chosen to reflect the use of timber in the original Cart 

Shed, while bringing in modern but sympathetic materials on the 

roof. 

Policy 7c There should be a presumption in favour of retaining 

and re-using historic buildings which are important components of 

the Site.

The proposal will bring back into use the last two remaining standing 

buildings on the Foundry site which will help to conserve key features 

of the Outstanding Universal Value of the WHS.
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5.11 World Heritage Site

Policy 8a The conservation and continuing maintenance of 

the historic fabric of the Site should be undertaken to the highest 

standards to ensure authenticity and integrity.

The conservation and building works will be of the highest standards, 

and involve grant funding from English Heritage who in turn will 

approve and monitor standards and materials. Purcell UK are award 

winning conservation accredited architects and the design has been 

developed to reflect SPAB principles of repair and conservation.

Policy 8b The historic character and distinctiveness of the 

[WHS] mining landscape should be maintained.

The proposal will complete the conservation of the physical remains 

of Harvey’s Foundry, site of the production of steam engine which 

powered Cornish mines and were exported around the globe. The 

proposal will conserve a key part of the distinctiveness and unique 

outstanding universal value of the WHS.

Policy 8c Traditional materials and skills should be encouraged 

in the maintenance of historic fabric within the Site. 

The proposal includes natural Cornish slate on the roof of the 

Plantation Stores and Pattern Shed, lime cement repairs to existing 

walls, and traditional joinery. Traditional building skills will be used by 

the main contractor during the works.

Policy 11c The values and significance of the Site should be 

communicated to a wide range of educational audiences.

This proposal will create new economic uses for the buildings, and 

from this the Trust will be able to earn an income to support the 

interpretation of the whole Foundry site. This includes creating 

a heritage centre in John Harvey House which has to be funded 

and managed. The Trust’s vision is to have a sustainable approach to 

management of the Foundry site by creating revenue to fund public 

interpretation and create safe enjoyable access around the site and 

its well maintained buildings. 

We believe that the proposal conforms to the relevant policies in the 

WHS Management Plan, and that the proposal has a very positive 

impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the WHS. There are no 

negative impacts resulting from the proposal.

 interpretation and create safe enjoyable access around the site and 

its well maintained buildings. 

We believe that the proposal conforms to the relevant policies in the 

WHS Management Plan, and that the proposal has a very positive 

impact on the Outstanding Universal Value of the WHS. There are no 

negative impacts resulting from the proposal.
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5.12 Flood Risk Map

The Environment Agency ‘Flood Risk Map’ (right) indicates that 

the site does not lie in a flood-risk zone and it is not anticipated 

that flooding would affect the site. 

The location of existing rivers and watercourses is indicated 

in dark blue. The extent of likely flooding from existing water 

courses or the sea is shown in mid-blue. The ‘extreme flood’ 

zone where there is up to a 0.1 per cent (1 in 1000) chance 

of occurring each year is indicated in light blue. The site of the 

development (indicated by the red circle) lies at approximately 

7-10 metres above sea level and is clear of the flood-risk zone.

Site
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6.0 BREEAM

6.1 BREEAM Assessment

As part of the funding requirments a preliminary 

BREEAM New Construction assessment has been 

carried out by Integrated Design Partnership (IDP) 

for the Cart Shed. The Plantation Store and Pattern 

Shop will also require a BREEAM assessment, 

however IDP are still in discussions with BRE about 

whether BREEAM New Construction is a suitable 

assessment method for these refurbishments 

or whether BREEAM Offices 2008 is more 

appropriate. The issues and criteria assessed under 

BREEAM New Construction and BREEAM Offices 

2008 are very similar in content, with only a few 

major differences.

The report includes a summary of what the 

Plantation Store and Pattern Shop could achieve 

under BREEAM New Construction. Please refer 

to Appendix A in the document for a detailed 

breakdown of the potential differences between 

the Cart Shed pre-assessment and the Plantation 

Store / Pattern Shop pre-assessment.

The aspirations for the scheme when the 

assessment was commissioned was to 

achieved a BREEAM rating of ‘very good’ for 

the Plantation Store and Pattern Shop and 

‘excellent’ for the Cart Shed.

Based on the information provided by the 

design team and certain assumptions the 

Cart Shed building can achieve a score of 

70.66% which equates to an Excellent rating.

After subsequent discussions with the ERDF 

it has now been agreed that a BREEAM 

rating of  ‘very good’ across the Pattern Shop, 

Plantation Store and the new build Cart Shed 

will be sufficient. 

The full BREEAM Assessment and SBEM 

Calculations can be found under Appendix 

‘G’ in the supporting Appendices document. 
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can make to sustainable communities including their economic 

vitality; and

• the desirability of new development making a positive 

contribution to local character and distinctiveness.

141 Local planning authorities should make information about 

the significance of the historic environment gathered as part of 

plan-making or development management publicly accessible. They 

should also require developers to record and advance understanding 

of the significance of any heritage assets to be lost (wholly or 

in part) in a manner proportionate to their importance and the 

impact, and to make this evidence (and any archive generated) 

publicly accessible…….However, the ability to record evidence of 

our past should not be a factor in deciding whether such loss should 

be permitted.

• Policy ENV 11 of the Structure Plan (Policy 2, 2004) identifies 

that provision  should be made for the re-use, adaptation and 

conversion of existing buildings subject to certain safeguards. In 

rural areas the policy places a priority on making provision for 

employment needs.

•  Policy GD-1: development should be integrated with its 

surroundings in terms of scale, siting and design and be in 

keeping with the character of thedistrict.

• ENV 12 (Policies 1 & 2, 2004) makes it clear that the design 

and materials used in new development should respect the 

qualities which providelocal distinctiveness. While the availability 

of traditional building materials is limited there are often other 

sources and acceptable alternatives that can be utilised.

•  Policy gd-8: proposals for the conversion of buildings which are 

of local social, architectural or historic significance in terms of a 

previous or current use or a locally distinctive style of building 

should retain relevant historic and architectural features.

•  Policy cc-2: proposals which maintain, enhance and facilitatethe 

enjoyment and understanding of landscapecharacter, amenity, 

nature conservation,archaeological, historic and geological 

values inthe coast and countryside will be permitted.

•  Listed Buildings, which can be of value for their architectural or 

historic interest, can make a significant contribution to the rural 

landscape. The importance of Listed Buildings is outlined in the 

Towns and Villages section, and proposals which affect Listed 

Buildings and their setting will be considered in the context of 

POLICIES TV-10 (para. 7.3.28), TV-11 (para. 7.3.30) and TV-12 

(para. 7.3.32).

7.0 Key Development Principles

Local Planning policy

National Policy

In March 2012 national planning guidelines relating specifically 

to the historic environment (PPS5 – Planning for the Historic 

Environment), as well as all the other planning policy guidance 

& statements were replaced by the single simplified document 

‘National Planning Policy Framework’ (NPPF 2012). Matters 

relating to archaeology and the historic environment are dealt 

with in Section 12 of this document, ‘Conserving & Enhancing 

the Historic Environment’. The following paragraphs have 

relevance to this project:

129 Local planning authorities should identify and assess the 

particular significance of any heritage asset that may be affected 

by a proposal (including by development affecting the setting of a 

heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence and any 

necessary expertise. They should take this assessment into account 

when considering the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to 

avoid or minimise conflict between the heritage asset’s conservation 

and any aspect of the proposal.

• 131 In determining planning applications, local planning 

authorities should take account of:

• the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of 

heritage assets and putting them to viable uses consistent with 

their conservation;

• the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets 
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8.0 Design Options 

Whilst the measured survey was being carried out, 

several concepts for the conversion and reinhabitation 

of the buildings were developed, presented and 

discussed with the project team. The sketch plans and 

sections on the following pages were supplemented with 

computer visualisations to explore proposed massing 

and materials. From these initial discussions two schemes 

were developed further in addition to initial space and 

functional briefs (see section 4.0).

These two schemes eventually informed the design 

intensions and layout of the preferred scheme. 
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8.1 Options A,

Option ‘A’  Pattern Shed- Lower Ground, Upper Ground and 
First Floor Plans.

Option ‘A’ Plantation Store - Section, Ground and First Floor 
Plans. 

This scheme explores the use of the Cart Shed as 

circulation zone for the office units in the Pattern Shop 

as well as doubling up as a flexible space which could be 

shared by the units.

The Plantation Store layout was intended to be accessed 

via external means on three different sides. After a Site 

survey was commissioned it became apparent that an 

internal core for access was necessary to aid disabled 

access.
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8.1 Options B

Option ‘B’  Pattern Shed- Lower Ground, Upper Ground and 
First Floor Plans.

Option ‘B’ Plantation Store - Section, Ground and First Floor 
Plans. 

This option looked at incorporating an internal core 

within the Plantation Store at one end of the building. 

This was later moved to a central location on the plan 

as it allowed for more office space and made a provision 

for a lift easier to incorporate.

The Pattern Shop incorporated an internal public stair 

to negotiate the change in level between Bookers yard 

and Foundry Lane. This was decided against as it was 

seen as a potential security issue and it reduced floor 

space within the building.
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8.1 Options C

Option ‘C’  Pattern Shed- Lower Ground, Upper Ground and First Floor Plans. Option ‘C’ Plantation Store - Section, Ground and First Floor Plans. 

This scheme explored a central stair within the Pattern 

Shop which naturally divides the plan into seperate units 

and minimises circulation routes.

The stair location also naturally subdivides the Cart Shed.

The Plantation Store shows independent access to 

ground and first floors - However, the measured survey 

proved this was unachieable due to the levels. 
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Option ‘C’ Plantation Store - Section, Ground and First Floor Plans. 

8.2 initial 3D Visualisations

Initial ‘Zinc Roof Options’

1.

2. 3.

As part of the design process various options for the Cart Shed roof were 

explored.

These images were are of a scheme which looked at using standing seam Zinc 

as the roofing material for the lean-to roof.  The aim was to have a contrast 

between the ‘new extension’ and the existing Pattern Shop, which will have its 

roof reinstated using Cornish slate.

This option also shows the lean-to roof positioned lower then the eaves of 

the Pattern Shop, exposing part of the existing stone wall. Following a design 

team meeting, the roof was raised to meet the slate roof to follow a similar 

pitch line to the old Cart Shed that once stood on the site, as seen in image ‘3’. 

In addition, this revision allowed plant areas to be amalgamated and located 

within the roof void of the Cart Shed.
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8.2 initial 3D Visualisations

Initial ‘Slate Roof Options’ Slate and Zinc Roof option.

1.

2. 3.

These images are of a scheme which investigated joining the proposed Cart Shed with the proposed 

Pattern Shop roof, using a continuous plane of Cornish slate. 

However, during discussions with the client and English Heritage it was agreed that it would be 

acceptable to differentiate between the existing and ‘new build’ elements by using a different but 

complementary roof finish such as patinated Zinc. The eaves on the Cart Shed were also raised to 

match the height of the arches on the Plantation Store, which can be seen in image 1. The scheme 

resulting from these changes can be seen in Image 3. 
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9.1 Current Scheme

The Pattern Shop The Plantation Store The Cart Shed

The 3 storey Pattern Shop will receive a new roof structure and finishes, 

new floor structures, a new circulation core, an will be sub-divided to 

create 9 new office units on 3 levels.

The new circulation core is located adjacent to the large ‘Cart’ entrance 

and links all levels and offices via a series of steel stairs and bridges. The 

full height void is flanked by monolithic fairfaced brick walls punctuated 

with openings for internal doors and windows. A new opening through 

the existing wall provides a link through to the Cart Shed.

The missing floors will be re-instated at their original levels using 

exposed steel beams, timber joists and boarded floor finish.

The missing roof will consist of new wire braced steel trusses. Supporting 

concealed timber rafters on a Cornish slate roof.

The 2 storey Plantation Store will receive a new roof structure and 

finishes, new floor structures, a new circulation core, an will be sub-

divided to create 8 new office units on 2 levels.

The new circulation core is located in the middle of the plan and 

provides access to the first floor offices via an external steel Bridge. The 

full height void is flanked by monolithic fairfaced brick walls punctuated 

with openings for internal doors and windows. 

The ground floor offices are accessed via there own individual entrances.

The missing floors will be re-instated at their original levels using 

exposed steel beams, timber joists and boarded floor finish.

The missing roof will consist of new wire braced steel trusses. Supporting 

concealed timber rafters on a Cornish slate roof.

The Cart Shed is a single story new build, built on the original and now 

vacant foot print of the existing Cart Shed.

The building can be accessed at first floor level via the circulation core 

in the Pattern Shop and via the entrance off Foundry Lane. 

The external facades of the building will be comprised of timber clad 

studwork and floor to eaves glazing. The glazing will have horizontal 

Louvres across it for security and solar shading purposes.

The internal walls will be plastered and painted block work with the 

original Pattern shop wall being left exposed. Some internal steel cross 

bracing will also be visible across the external windows in the meeting 

room.

The ceiling finishes will be stained birch faced Plywood.

The roof finish will be a Patinated standing seam zinc roof, punctuated 

with a aluminium louvred vent for ventilation. The roof will follow the 

same fall as the Pattern Shop and be separated by a gutter.

The proposal consists of the repair and conversion of two existing buildings (Pattern Shop, Plantation Store), the construction of a new building (Cart Shed), and the provision of new public access steps 

and other elements of landscaping.
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9.2 Current Proposals

Lower Ground Floor Plan Upper Ground Floor Plan
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9.2 Current Proposals

First Floor Plan Sections AA and BB
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9.2 Current Proposals

Lower Ground Floor Plan Upper Ground Floor Plan
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9.2 Current Proposals
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9.3  Artistic Impressions and materiality

Exterior view of the Pattern Shop from Trevoarn square.

The Pattern Shop will use a mainly traditional pallet of materials.

The roof will be Cornish slate, replacing what would have originally been there 

prior to its destruction by fire. The roof will incorporate roof lights to increase 

natural lighting and ventilation to the top floor offices.

The granite walls will be repaired where necessary and re-pointed in parts, and 

will receive a natural paint finish internally.

The double glazed timber windows will be made to the same pattern of the 

originals. Where parts of the original windows remain, if possible these will be 

incorporated in the new windows.

All existing door openings at ground, first and second floor levels will be fitted 

with new aluminium framed glazing. Where existing timber shutters / doors 

remain (first floor level), these will be retained. 

The pavement in front of the building will be formed in new high quality concrete 

set paving, to clearly distinguish the approach to the building from the Trevoarm 

yard. 

The external steps between the building and viaduct will be formed in pre-cast 

concrete, supported on a new fairfaced engineering brick ‘fin’ wall.

Please refer to drawings for more detail.
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9.3  Artistic Impressions and materiality

Exterior view of the Plantation Store from the railway viaduct, towards foundry farm.

The Plantation Store will use a mainly traditional pallet of materials.

The roof will be Cornish slate, reinstated what would have originally been used. 

The rear roof slope (NW facing) will incorporate conservation type rooflights.

The existing granite external walls will be repaired where necessary and re-

pointed in parts, with a natural paint surface internally.

All existing door openings at ground, first floor levels will be fitted with new 

aluminium framed glazing. Where existing timber shutters / doors remain (first 

floor level), these will be retained. 

The large arched openings will be in filled with thermally broken aluminium 

glazed screens with single doors.  To improve natural lighting to the interior, the 

two existing doors at first floor level will be fitted with new aluminium framed 

glazing.

On the North end of the building are original cast iron window frames. These will 

be retained and repaired.

On the back of the Store will be an external cantilevered steel walkway, providing 

access to the first floor units. This will have a steel balustrade and timber boarded 

floor surface.

The proposed pavement in front of the building will be high quality concrete 

paving. 

Please refer to drawings for more detail.
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Exterior view of the Proposed Cart Shed, looking towards the viaduct.

9.3 Artistic Impressions and materiality

The facade of the Cart shed will use a robust mix of materials to refer to the 

design of the original Cart Shed and reflect its industrial heritage.

The facade consists of alternating solid and glazed panels. The solid panels 

consist of varying width horizontal timber boarding. The narrow boards 

continue across the aluminium framed windows as fixed louvered screens.

The large floor to ceiling windows will create a light and airy environment 

internally and will open to allow natural ventilation and cleaning.

The Louvres will reduce glare in the work spaces and also help towards the 

security aspects of the building. 

Steel cross is bracing is required structually in the meeting room bay and 

through the windows both internally and externally. 

The eaves, soffit and Roof will be patinated, standing seam Zinc. This finish 

is contempory and will make the new build element of the building legible, 

whilst complementing the slate roofs and general industrial nature of he site.

The proposed pavement to the front of the building will be a high quality 

concrete paving. 

Please refer to drawings for more detail
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9.4 Outline Specification and schedule of work

-
A preliminary schedule of works and specification has been written 

and lists all works and materials for each major element of the 

scheme. This document in conjunxion with the plans, elevations 

and sections has allowed more accurate costs to be established 

for funding purposes.

The document can be found in Appendix ‘D’.

9.5 Pre-application Discussions

On Tuesday 21st February 2012 a meeting was held at John 

Harvey House to disscuss the proposed phase 3 scheme. 

The attendies included members of Cornwall Councils planning, 

Conservation, Archaeology and highways departments,  

Harvey’s Foundry Trust, Cornwall Development Comapany 

and Purcell.

The main Discussion points were as follows;

•  Archaeology

•  World Heritage Site

• Design

• BREEAM

• Highways

•  Asset transfer from Cornwall Council

• Programme

• Surveys (Measured, Ecology, Contamination)

A full list of attendies and notes from the meeting can be found 

in Appendix ‘I’.
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9.6 Public Consultation 

In March 2012 a Public Consultation was held in order to gain the publics comments 

on the proposals being developed for the site. Seven A1 presentation boards were 

displayed describing the scheme’s development.

The event was well received and gained a high amount of support from the public, 

which was recorded on feedback forms.

Reproductions of the boards can be found in Appendix ‘E’.
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